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Country Property Doors

The Collection
For any home getting the front door right is important. It dictates so much about
the character of a country property and is a very personal choice. Our selection
of reclaimed doors is full of designs that were so well thought out by the original
craftsmen and are a perfect start to having an entrance to your home that feels
right.
If you are trying to match a door from your neighbourhood or tie in a new extension to match the rest of your home then sourcing a reclaimed door is the best
option as many original designs are no longer available.
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Country Property Doors - Fine Details
Doors that beﬁt a Country Home
Country properties demand traditional doors using reclaimed
materials to match the ageing and patina of other construction materials in an old home.
We have both the skill and knowledge, built up over many
years, that leads to an understanding and sympathy for the
introduction of period features into an old property.
Cottage and rural styles are often individual and unique no
two doors are the same. We can source an appropriate door
from our stock as a starting point for the restoration.
Alternatively we can fabricate a door of perfect design that is
constructed from local material carefully selected to match in
with your property.

Finishing the door to perfection
Resolving the design, material and craftsmanship is often not
itself enough. We complete the project with our own unique
blend of ﬁnishes and textures and include the ﬁtting of restored iron mongery to suit the overall design.
Hidden away amongst all this creative work are unobtrusive
modern components including security locks, draught exclusion, weather prooﬁng and security glazing.
Providing you with the peace of mind that you have a stunning looking door that complements your home yet is completely safe, secure and sound.
Available in old oak, pine and other woods, doors are sold as
available or restored to their full glory.

With over 1000 doors in stock ranging from 18th C Oak country cottage, Georgian, Edward-

ian and Victorian and many more unusual an ornate designs we have the one of the largest ranges available,
for you to choose the door to suit your style and make an impression to your visitors. Call us on 01730 231995
to arrange an appointment or visit our web site at www.arcreclamation.com for further details.
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